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Photo opportunity of the Month
Beautiful Bee Hotels
Bee keeping in central Europe is a way of life
- in Slovenia for example it is described as
‘the poetry of agriculture’. It’s not merely
about keeping bees for their honey, it is
much more, it is part of the culture. In this
region traditional beekeepers often create
bee-houses, some of which are beautiful
buildings, to keep their colonies. See page 5
to read the experiences of one of our own
members who keeps his bees in a bee-house.
Got an unusual, topical, or interesting bee related
image that could be featured here?
Please send it to the editors today!

Dates for your Diary
Date

Event / Description

Venue / Contact

Jun,Wednesdays
3, 10, 17,24

Summer Practical Meeting (18:30 - 20:00)
Regular evening training sessions.

Henfold Apiary
Andrew Buchanan

June, Sat 6th

Mock Basic (10:00 - 13:00)
Advice & Coaching for the real thing on July 11th & 23rd.

Henfold Apiary
Bob Maurer/Celia Perry

June, 11 - 13th

South of England (Honey) Show (09:00 - 18:30)
Honey Competition, Show stands & displays

Ardingly West Sussex
Pauline Sparkes

June, Sat 27th

Taster Day (10:00 - 16:00)
We introduce beekeeping practices to the public.

Mickleham Vill Hall
Andrew Cornwall

July,Wednesdays
1,8, 15, 22, 29

Summer Practical Meeting (18:30 - 20:00)
Regular evening training sessions.

Henfold Apiary
Andrew Buchanan

July, Sat 4th

Reigate Community Festival Show (timings tba)
Promoting RBKA and beekeeping, and selling honey.

Location tba
Coordinator - tba

July, Sun 5th

Go Green at Gatton Show (12:00 - 17:00)
Promoting RBKA and beekeeping, and selling honey.

Gatton Park, Reigate
Mike Hill

July, Sat 11th

Basic Assessments (1st sessions) (from 10:00)
Candidates will be notified of individual start times.

Henfold Apiary
Celia Perry

July, Sat 11th

Mickleham & Westhumble Flower Show (2:00 -17:00)
Promoting RBKA and beekeeping, and selling honey.

Mickleham Vlg. Hall
Jack Chapman

July, Sat 11th

RBKA Summer BBQ & Topping Out (from 17:00)
Fun get-together & celebration of the pavilion build.

Henfold Apiary
Andrew Buchanan

July, Sat 23rd

Basic Assessments (2nd sessions) (from 10:00)
Candidates will be notified of individual start times.

Henfold Apiary
Andrew Cornwall

More dates?

The Members website has the full year’s Diary Dates

Click Here

Comments about and contributions for publication in

will be welcomed by the editors.

For inclusion in an edition, contributions are required by the 25th of the preceding month.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
Bee House photo - www.authentic-routes.com
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Please consider the environment before printing

Bee Gym Modification

Editorial
Dream Houses
Our front page image is, we are sure you will agree, a truly splendid and inspirational celebration
of honey bees and beekeeping. How could any beekeeper’s (or even the resident bee’s) spirit
not be lifted as they approach such a bee-house, despite what confusion they may be about to
find inside the hives.
A typically more reserved British take on the same concept is provided in our report on page 5
about Richard Woodhouse’s adapted garden bee-shed, highlighting upsides and
acknowledging downsides of the bee-house approach to beekeeping
An up-close-and-personal view by Geoff Blay of a swarm moving into a newly marketed (bait
hive) house offered with vacant possession is provided on page 6. A sequel may be be
forthcoming as interest is shown in a replacement residence, but to be witnessed with at least
a hat being worn! (Now you WILL have to read the article.)
There will be a Topping-Out ceremony to mark the completion of the external structure of our
own splendid new RBKA house, during the upcoming Summer BBQ on the 11th July. In 2011
when Bill Turnbull officially declared the Henfold Copse Apiary open, a swarm of bees erupted
from one of the hives ‘in celebration’. At least if they decide to join our celebrations on this
occasion there will be smoke from the BBQ’s to maybe temper their enthusiasm. Do make sure
that YOU are there. See the website for details.
For one creature that carries its own house around, read page 3 about how honey bees are
providing the means for effective roof repairs.
Finally, house points to Bob Maurer for single handedly achieving the two 1st’s, one 3rd and
a 4th place at the Surrey County Show on behalf of Reigate. However, a little more help will be
needed to loosen Farnham’s grip on the Vincent Challenge Cup. See the website for our report.
‘

Richard & Graham
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Our website is updated much more regularly than this monthly
, so click on Members Website for lots more
edition of
information and, all the latest news and activity updates.
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Members News
It’s All Happening

by Andrew Buchanan

Blay, Graham Fyson and Kevin Wardell for
the time and effort they made and to Vince
Apart from a few days, the weather throughout Gallo who was beavering away at installing the
May has been bright and warm and certainly it plumbing etc. for the toilet which will be
has been to the liking of bees judging by the accessible to Disabled Visitors. Malcolm
Broatch came along to encourage us, which
proliferation of swarms !
was greatly appreciated.
Our Swarm Collection Team has run out of
hives provided by members wishing to increase As far as June is concerned, Andrew Cornwall
their number of colonies and of RBKA hives in will be advancing along his season’s curriculum
which the bees could be housed until someone of training on Wednesday evenings and Vince
comes forward to claim them. So now is the Gallo and his Mead Making Group will no doubt
time to take advantage of this situation, which be doing something with the brew they are
we haven’t seen on this scale for some years. concocting. All we need is a continuation of the
Richard Woodhouse, will be only too pleased excellent weather which we and the bees have
enjoyed over the past three months or so.
to hear from interested members.
Early in May I asked for volunteers to finish PS - mark your diaries for the BBQ on 11th July.
staining the outside of the Pavilion. On
Saturday 16th a small but very select band of
Andrew
worthies completed the job in three hours flat.
01306 712773 or 07879 552 582
Sincere thanks are due to Julie Thain, Geoff
andrewb38@btinternet.com

Topical News
Turtle Wax is more than a car polish !!
We all know the healing and health properties
of bee products. Who would have thought that
the honey bee could play such a vital part in
helping save the lives of giant sea creatures on
the worldwide list of endangered species.
Well, it’s happening in marine centres in the
State of Georgia in America. Where honey and
bees wax is being used to treat injuries caused
by boat propellers hitting turtles that live in the
Atlantic.

that helps to kill infection and waterproof the
damaged tissues. (The photograph shows a
turtle with a full shell coating.)
As well as using Medi-Honey, which is produced
from the Manuka tree in New Zealand, he has
tapped into the pure honey from local
beekeepers which is full of natural enzymes that
are anti-inflammatory and stimulate cell growth.
Honey is also fed by mouth to under-nourished
turtles !

This includes the Loggerheads which can weigh
up to 300 lbs, and in particular the females who
are especially vulnerable when they swim in
from deep water to lay their eggs on the
beaches of Florida and Georgia.
Research
has revealed that honey has
been recognised as a natural healer for
everything from battle wounds to burns by
humans for thousands of years, but it has
only recently been used to treat these sea
creatures.
Dr Terry Norton is pioneering the work,
plugging deep wounds with a honeycomb mix
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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courtesy of Jenni Balow West Cornwall BKA
Photo source - Jenni Balow

Education News
Basic Assessments, Taster Day & Extraction Day

by Andrew Cornwall

Mock Basic & Basic Assessments

Extraction Day

We were looking to be over booked for the
Basic Assessments on Saturday, 11th
July, but fortunately Celia Perry has been
able to arrange a second date for Basic
Assessments on Thursday the 23rd July,
also at Henfold. If you have not yet applied to
take the Basic and want too, you may still have
the opportunity, but the deadline for
applications is still 6th June.

All sorts of help is required for this annual
event. Preparation on Friday 31st July at
Henfold and Newdigate Village Hall
includes removing the supers at Henfold,
getting them and all the equipment to the
village hall, plus setting up the hall. We start
in the afternoon on the Friday and work into
the early evening. Supers need delivering from
all of RBKA’s apiaries.

Another Mock Basic Day will not be organised
this year. Neither Bob Maurer nor Celia have
space in their calendars. So please, if you want
to take the Basic this year make sure you come
along to the Mock Basic on 6th June, 10 am
to about 12 Noon at Henfold. Bob and Celia
will take you through frame making, lighting a
smoker, the sort of manipulation you will be
asked to do in the assessment and then they’ll
take you through some theory questions. Tea,
coffee and biscuits will be available. Celia can
be contacted at beeexams@hotmail.co.uk

The big event is on on Saturday, 1st August
at Newdigate Village Hall, when lots of help
is required. We need experienced hands to run
extraction stations in the hall, helping to teach
Newbees (new members) how to extract the
main crop. Tasks also include: cleaning
equipment, washing up utensils, transporting
equipment and supers back to Henfold,
transporting the honey buckets to our
Quartermaster’s garage, transporting supers
back to the other apiaries and clearing up the
hall.

We get Newbees to do most of the hard
manual work (how better to learn?!) but we do
Help is needed to promote this event on need plenty of help from more experienced
Saturday, 27th June at Mickleham Village members. All offers of help to Andrew
Hall and at RBKA’s Mickleham Apiary.
Cornwall (click here to contact by email).
Taster Day

Please go to the members website and Details of how Newbees can book onto the
download a poster (click here). Then get the Extraction Day will be published in the July
poster up in your local shop, library, church edition of
.
hall etc.
Help is also needed on the day with activities
split between the village hall and the apiary.
Practical sessions start in the apiary shortly
after 11:30 am and again after lunch at 1:30
pm to just after 3:00 pm. We also need
experienced beekeepers who can take a small
group of complete novices through a simple
manipulation, getting them handling frames
and starting to observe bees.
We also need volunteers to give a short
presentation on the day and/or to help out
generally in the hall. Feedback over the last
couple of years has been very positive,
particularly that we’ve had lots of different
members on hand to answer questions.
All offers of help to Andrew Cornwall,
(click here to contact by email) please.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated

Events News
Summer BBQ - 11th July (from 5:00 pm)
Our regular and informal summer-time social
gathering will again be held at Henfold Copse.
However, this year it will be an all the more
special occasion - with the new pavilion building
providing both a great backdrop to the event
and welcome shelter, should the weather not
be as kind as it has usually been.
There are also plans being formulated to use
the occasion for a formal ‘Topping-Out’
ceremony, celebrating the completion of the
external building work, and looking ahead to
the next phase - the internal fitting out.
Do make a special effort to be part of these
celebrations - see the website for more info.
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New BeeKeeping Experiences
Bee-House Beekeeping
The purpose of a bee-house is to provide an
efficient, secure and comfortable environment
for the bees and the beekeeper whether the
bee house be a small converted shed at the
bottom of your garden, or a research centre
such as those in Switzerland or Germany.

maintain this releases bees for foraging and
ensures stable conditions inside the hive. In
Summer a well ventilated and correctly
positioned bee-house provides protection
from overheating and reduces the need for
water carrying and excessive fanning.
● Because of the protection provided by the
bee-house, colonies start the year stronger
and grow more rapidly in the Spring. Winter
feeding can be reduced, and because less
food is required for maintenance you can
expect better wax production and more
honey going into the supers.
● There is the additional cost of maintaining the
house but the need to maintain the hives is
greatly reduced since they are not subjected
to the full effects of wind, rain, frost and sun.

RBKA member and our ‘Swarm Coordinator’
Richard Woodhouse has kept bees in what
he refers to as his ‘bee shed’ for over seven
years. Modelled on the traditional practices and
the bee-houses used by beekeepers of Central
Europe, keeping your hives inside a structure
There are some disadvantages but they are few.
has a number of advantages.
● Because the bees access their hive from ● The additional costs may be balanced by
lower hive maintenance, reduced feeding,
outside the bee-house, approaching the hives
and higher honey yields.
is easy. They don’t see you coming, and you
can observe them through the glass quilt at ● Space may be a problem, and with only the
the top without disturbing them.
natural light from a window, inspecting
frames inside the house is not always easy.
● The protection of the bee-house seems to
●

calm the bees and reduce their stress levels.
● When inspecting the colony less smoke is
required to keep them calm (which is also
fortunate because Richard is also inside the
bee-house !!).
● All the tools, equipment and records that you
need are usually close to hand.
● The bees can be observed and inspected on
days when the weather would not be suitable
The bee-house provides convenience, and for
for external hives.
the beekeeper interested in studying bees they
● Bee-houses provide protection from the offer the advantage of being able to watch your
elements and weather extremes such as bees in comfort and at close quarters.
strong winds. The temperature in a beehouse may be 10ºC higher than the ambient If you want to know more, suggested further
temperature. Because the air temperature in reading is An Introduction to Bee-Houses by
a hive is more evenly spread and easier to
David Bates.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Swarm Stories
A Swarm with a View

by Geoff Blay

I decided this year to put out some bait hives
partly for fear of losing a swarm to the
neighbours, but also for the possibility of
getting a freebie.

morning (8th May). The flying pattern was
similar with a lot of nervy ins and outs, wide
circling and close inspection of all facets of the
hive. I thought a swarm must be imminent.

A lot of thought went into exactly what to do At 7:30 the next morning I thought the swarm
and a lot of reading material was churned in
must already have arrived
deciding on a strategy. I found Sealey's advice
- about thirty bees were
particularly useful, namely:pretty much play flighting
in front but without so
● Height: to place the hive 5 m above ground (I did
much
sideways
and
my best to get as high as possible - clearly, 5 m
up/down movement - more
isn't always going to be practicable)
a sort of hovering and then
● Shade and visibility: well shaded but highly visible
darting in - the all round
- avoid direct sunlight
exploration seemed to have
● Entrance area: 10 to 15 sq cm
● Entrance position: near the bottom of the hive
more or less stopped.
● Entrance direction: facing south preferred but
other directions acceptable
● Cavity volume: about 40 litres (British National
brood about 35 litres)
● Dry and Snug: especially at the top
● Odour: the smell of beeswax is attractive.

This activity continued relentlessly and
seemingly pointlessly all day. I was convinced
there was a swarm in there already but was
amazed when I lifted the lid to find it was
empty bar a few of the explorers.
It was at 3 o'clock that my wife and I decided
to take a dip in the hot tub which sits right next
to the conservatory and really provided the
ultimate in luxury for observing the bait hive.
My neighbour had rather annoyingly decided to
have a protracted Sunday session with his
strimmer which, when it eventually stopped,
enhanced the beautiful spring-like peace.

I also added a few other features:-

● Lemon grass oil sprinkled on frames (simulates
queen pheromones)
● A handful or two thrown in of scrapings of propolis
and wax from cleaning frames and boxes (ensure
disease free)
● Strips rather than full sheets of foundation (to
lower cost and avoid wax moth)
● Used five or six frames rather than fill the box
● Old brood boxes used with solid (not open mesh) At roughly 3:30 my wife let out a shriek and
an expletive as a large dark cloud sounding like
floors (ensure disease free).

I put out four hives, but the one I want to tell
you about is the one at my home. This was
placed on a bay window just over a couple of
metres high, right next to my conservatory. This provided me my ‘swarm with a view’ from
a comfy chair only two meters away.
The action started one day with a number of
bees floating in and around the hive - I also
noticed a lot of bees scouting around my garage
where a lot of bee equipment is stored. This
activity continued all day with at times about
thirty bees working the area. I was concerned
that one of my nearby colonies was about to
clear out so had a good check over them - no
problem there!

a helicopter rapidly swirled and roared over the
hedge in the direction of the bait hive - it was
everywhere and we had nowhere to escape - I
didn't fancy legging it with just my swimming
trunks on. We sank very low in the water; my
wife looking extremely nervous, whilst I was in
a state of beekeeper's ecstasy.
The swarm swirled wildly but quickly focused
on the box - the bees were still play flighting
at the entrance. In they all went and within a
few minutes it was basically all over.

It really was a privilege to witness the whole
swarming process from its very beginning to
conclusion. From close, comfortable and safe
quarters - it must be a rare privilege, although
I would have preferred to be fully dressed and
The next day I noticed the same level of activity protected, including wearing a hat. I had one
but much earlier and in colder conditions than sting on the head where a bee got caught in
you would expect - this was at 7:30 in the my hair but I saved many from drowning.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Questions & Answers
Question - What determines the sex of a bee ?
Whether a bee is male or female lies in the
breeding system and genetics of honey bees
and in their own special method of sex
determination.
In humans, sex is determined by the presence
or absence of X or Y sex chromosomes. In
honey bees, however, evolution has resulted
in a very different and unique sex determination
system. The sex of a honey bee is principally
determined by the fertilisation or non-fertilisation
of eggs, rather than the presence or absence
of sex chromosomes.
Because honey bees are such highly evolved
social creatures, the various groups within
the colony each has its own distinct function.
The queen is the only complete reproductive
female, and the drones are adapted as sperm
providers and really have few other functions.
Also, the mating system has evolved over
millions of years to ensure breeding and gene
mixing outside the ‘home colony’.
A queen can mate for only a very short period,
probably four weeks maximum, at the beginning
of her life. She mates on the wing, quite high
up in the air and will travel up to a mile on
one, or occasionally more, mating flights.
During the flight she will mate with usually
ten to twenty or more drones, these having
collected in large drone congregation areas
numbering thousands of insects from many
colonies.
She will retain about 10% of the sperm she
receives from each drone and this will be
stored and nourished in her spermatheca, a
small round, white structure above the vagina,
from which the sperms are released when
needed to fertilise an egg, and which will
store and nourish around five to six million
sperm. These will have to last her for the
rest of her life. She will use two-hundredthousand of these sperm each year so her
supply should last her quite easily, even if
she lives for five years or so. The drones can
only mate once and die immediately.

Inside the abdomen of a
mature queen showing the
two large ovaries and the
small round white
spermatheca.

only mate once, brings a whole range of
different characteristics into the colony
contributing to the colony make-up and
conferring many advantages. ( Not all will
be favourable of course and some will suit
the bees but perhaps not the beekeeper.)
The other major advantage of the mating
method is the avoidance of closely-related
drones as mates. This is of overwhelming
importance because of the way that
sex is determined in bees and to understand
this we need to delve into genetics.
All the characteristics of a honey bee are
passed on from one generation to another
by the genes of the individuals concerned.
We are all very familiar with this concept
and the fact that genes are made of DNA.
The genes form chromosomes, which are
rod-like structures only visible when cells
are dividing, and in the honey bee there
are thirty-two. We talk of them as sixteen
pairs because the members of each pair
(homologous chromosomes) resemble one
another in shape and size and can be thought
of as similar to identical twins. The genes
are also in pairs or series, (called allelomorphs
or alleles for short), and at a particular place
on a particular chromosome there will be
one gene from the appropriate pair or series.
The genes in the pair or series will control
one characteristic, eg. The synthesis of
one protein within the body of the bee,
but the alleles themselves may not be identical
and may produce different effects.

Now back to sex determination. There are
a number of sex genes carried on a particular
chromosome and although there are many
of them, (nobody seems sure how many,
some say about eighteen, others say over
Their mating method has evolved to suit to a hundred), an individual egg or sperm
their lives and ensure their healthy survival. will only carry one from this series.
Mating with many drones, each of which can
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Photo source - Celia Davis

If an egg remains unfertilised, so developing
into a drone, it will not receive the
chromosomes and genes from a sperm,
so it will only have sixteen chromosomes.
As the egg develops into an embryo,
and finally an adult drone, the cells
divide and every cell in the body of
a drone will contain only sixteen chromosomes.
He is described as hemizygous, and
will therefore inherit, from his mother,
one sex gene out of the series. This
is what determines that he is a male.
Females, on the other hand, develop
from fertilised eggs.
An egg and sperm
fuse, each contributing sixteen chromosomes
giving thirty-two chromosomes and all
cells in the body of that individual will
have thirty-two chromosomes.
Now we come to the clever bit, because,
if the two sex alleles in this individual
are different she will be a female but
if they are identical a drone will be
the result.
We call the full complement
of chromosomes (thirty-two) the diploid
number and the half complement (sixteen)
the haploid number. All females are
therefore, said to be diploid and all
normal drones are haploid, but our drone
with two identical sex genes is called
a diploid drone.
He has thirty-two
chromosomes but the two identical sex
genes mean that he will develop as
a drone who will be infertile.

in determining if a drone is a normal
fertile haploid or an infertile diploid drone.
This complementary mode of sex determination
occurs in a variety of hymenopteran
species, including bees, wasps and ants,
but not all these species rely on products
of the csd gene for sex determination.
The key factors that determine the sex of a
honey bee are summarised in this table
fertilised

unfertilised

fertilised

heterozygous
- two different
alleles

hemizygous single allele

homozygous two similar
alleles

32

16

32

two sets of
chromosomes
- one from
each parent

single set of
unpaired
chromosomes

two identical
sex genes

organism

diploid

haploid

diploid

sex

female

fertile male

infertile male

outcome

queens and
workers

drones

eaten by
workers

Egg

chromosomes

This overall method of sex determination
is known as a haplodiploid mode of
reproduction, and about 20% of animal
species use this method. In haplodiploid
systems, male progeny normally develops
from unfertilised eggs, which are haploid
and have just one set of chromosomes.
The fertilised honey bee eggs, which are diploid
and have two sets of chromosomes, produce
The colony will recognise these infertile queens and worker bees.
diploid males and they are eaten by
the worker bees shortly after they hatch
resulting in empty cells on brood combs

Recent research has also identified a
gene called the ‘complementary sex determiner’
or the ‘csd’ gene which plays a role
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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based on an article by Celia Davis of
Warwickshire BKA
Photo source - beesource.com / Diagram - biologicalexceptions.blogspot.com

Meet the Committee
Buzziest Interview - this month: Andrew Cornwall
What’s happening?
AC: Just written a funding bid for a major
research project looking into sleep disorders
and dementia. I spend a lot of time
volunteering with the Alzheimer’s Society.
How long have you been a beekeeper?
AC: I grew up spending time on an old
fashioned Herefordshire mixed farm owned by
family friends, so have always been around
bees. I started beekeeping about 7 years ago.
How many hives of your own do you
manage at the moment?
AC: I got my 3 colonies through last winter,
but lost both of my out apiaries. This year I
want to go up to at least 5 colonies, in
preparation to take the BBKA General
Husbandry exam next year.
How/When did you first become a
member of the Committee?
AC: Co-opted January 2014. I’d been
discussing education matters with Mike Hill for
a few years and joining in the general
discussions in the pub after RBKA events.
Did you volunteer or were you ‘coerced’?
AC: I volunteered to take over running our
Extraction Day and then Mike Hill’s education
role as well. It then made sense to join the
committee.
What do you get from your
involvement?
AC: I’m a Science Educator at the Natural
History Museum in London and enjoy sharing
my fascination with bees and the environment
both at work and with RBKA.
How much time do you typically devote
to the role.?
AC: As I mentioned in
last Winter:
“When’s the inactive season starting?!” When
not running an activity, I’m planning the next
one. Taster Day & Extraction Day coming up!
You May Need to Register if you Sell Honey
Due to EEC changes in policy about two years ago
that says all food producers should be registered
the situation regarding the sale of honey is not
clear, and even Bee Inspectors and the BBKA don’t
have a definitive answer.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated

What’s the best aspect of the role?
AC: Supporting members to pass the BBKA
Basic.
Is the role a help or a hindrance to your
own beekeeping?
AC: It does cut into my study time for the BBKA
modules. However, I learn so much from
having to explain things to other people, it’s
not really a hindrance.
What new area of beekeeping are you
going to try next?
AC: I’ve just started rearing my own queens.
When I get a moment, I want to try out an idea
I have for a wasp and hornet trapping floor.
Have you a message for the members?
AC: Help us get the Henfold building finished
and there will be even more activities to get
involved with. I have several workshops
planned for activities related to beekeeping.
Thank you Andrew.
The people to contact if you are concerned, are
your local Environmental Health Officer. Some will
say that registration and even inspection of your
premises (kitchen !!) may be necessary. Others
will not. All it may take is a phone call and one form
to fill in and you are ‘legal’. Any experiences from
RBKA members would be appreciated.
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Website News
All New Items on the Members Website
The Members website is regularly updated and added too. If you have not visited the site and
browsed since the last
was published, these are some items that may be new to you.
Catch-up now … click on the items to view in full.

June in Your Apiary

Learning to Manage Swarms

Never trust Spring Weather!

‘Learning to Manage Swarms’ has
been written by Mike Hill, drawing
upon his own experience of
beekeeping in general and
instructing beekeepers in particular. The
information provided in this keystone Information
Sheet, itself refers to other Information Sheets in
the series for further detail, as well as directly to …

Two years ago we had finished the
coldest Spring for 50 years. There
had been only a few fine and warm
days for the bees to forage and too cold and wet
for all but the most desperate swarms to emerge.
Last year, the Spring nectar flow was prolonged
and abundant, in one of the warmest for many…

Bait Hive for Swarm Catching

‘Spare’ Queen Available?

A bait hive is an empty hive that is set
up to attract a swarm during the
swarming season.
Ideally this should be a nucleus box with
4-5 frames of foundation (drawn comb is
also ok but, don’t include any frames of
stores….this may trigger “robbing” in your
apiary). Make sure any mesh floor is blanked off with a
board since swarms prefer a dark cavity. Position the…

Do you have a spare queen that another
member could make good use of ?
Could you use a new queen if one
became available ?
Register with our Queen Exchange facility that allows
both parties to communicate directly with each other
without the need to unnecessarily circulate emails to
ALL the membership.

May Tips Checklist

Be Alerted to Crop Spraying
Receive notice of Crop Spraying in
the region.
Tip off other members of Crop
Spraying that you become aware of.
Register with our Crop Spraying Alert facility that may
be able to provide sufficient notice to take
precautionary measures to protect your bees from

potentially harmful effects.

The topical advice for June is to
‘be prepared’ ….. for a number
of events and situations,
including the ‘June Gap’,
Varroa Treatment, Removal of
Rape Honey for Extraction and ….. Swarming.
These things can need to be done in a bit of a rush, so
make sure that you ‘are prepared’.

Croydon Beekeepers seek votes ..

See what’s new in Apiary News

Our sister SBKA Croydon Division
is asking for your support by voting
for them via an online competition.

Have you visited the APIARY NEWS
menu section of the Members website
recently? It’s growing!
Queen Exchange and Crop Spraying Alert posts join
existing posts about Swarm Collection, Out Apiary
Offers, Quartermaster’s News notices, as well as
Henfold Copse and our Other Apiaries news.

website

If they get enough votes they will be in
the running for a donation of £1,000!
The donation on offer is from the Aviva
Community Fund and they are asking as many people
to vote for them as possible.

Go to FRONT PAGE for HEADLINE NEWS, APIARY TASKS, FEATURED ANNOUNCEMENTS and NEXT
BIG EVENT items. Visit the NOTICE BOARD for all the latest general information and to the
KNOWLEDGE BASE for beekeeping skills information. To see Who’s Who, look under the
MEMBERSHIP tab, and ALL the available Diary Dates are under the EVENTS menu tab, plus more !

All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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